
EVIDENCED-BASED INSTRUCTION

focuses on
fundamental, basic
and advanced life
skills concepts and
vocabulary

The Life Skills
Bundle...



A YEAR-LONG
RESOURCE!

8 Units + 1 review unit
EVERY LEVEL INCLUDES...

All 8 units have:
Anchor chart
Pre and post test
Grading rubric
20 pages of activities
All real photos
2 hands-on focus skill activities



level2

level3
level1

Unit Pre-tests,
Post-Tests, &

Grading
Rubrics

EMBEDDED DATA-BASED DECISION MAKING



level 1

INCLUDED SKILLS:

USES PREWRITING SKILLS INCLUDING MATCHING,
TRACING, & CIRCLING

- grocery shopping and vocabulary

- eating in the community and menu vocabulary

- clothing and laundry

- cleaning

- cooking and kitchen vocabulary

- public transportation

- mechanics and repair vocabulary

- technology (phone use)



level 2

INCLUDED SKILLS:
grocery shopping: categorizing, identifying

price, expiration dates, payment methods

eating in the community: ordering from a menu,

identifying price, restaurant types & behaviors

 clothing and laundry: putting clothes away,

doing laundry, matching clothes to temperature

cleaning: cleaning supplies functions, chores by

room, steps to specific cleaning tasks

cooking and kitchen: kitchen safety, reading a

recipe, kitchen appliances 

public transportation: bike rules, four methods

of public transportation

 mechanics and repair: identifying tools and

functions, batteries, simple household repairs

 technology: internet safety, internet

vocabulary, calling & texting



level 3

INCLUDED SKILLS:
grocery shopping & meal planning: food safety,

creating a grocery list, meal planning 

eating in the community: paying a bill, calculating tip,

ordering takeout

clothing and laundry: using a washer& dryer,

washer & dryer settings, stain & wrinkle removal

cleaning: outdoor chores & routines, cleaning

schedule & indoor chores, important paperwork

organization

cooking and kitchen: kitchen safety, common recipe

steps, reading a recipe 

public transportation: bike rules, four methods of

public transportation

mechanics and repair vocabulary: using a

thermostat, unclogging a toilet, hiring expert help

technology: internet safety, internet vocabulary,

texting rules/norms



540
total 

activities

over

ALL REAL PHOTOS AND REAL WORLD SITUATIONS!

EVERY LEVEL EASILY ALIGNS
WITH CORE STANDARDS



RECOMMENDED 
PRE-REQUISITES

level 1

Can trace shapes and letters/numbers. 

Can copy short words or letters from a model. 

Can do basic identical matching (field of 8). 

Has one-to-one correspondence. 

Can do some nonidentical matching. 

Can circle an item. 



RECOMMENDED 
PRE-REQUISITES
Can answer basic questions in conversation

(who, what, where) 

Can write the name of 50 common objects

Can independently write words (when

verbally given the word, shown a picture,

etc.)

 Can utilize an anchor chart

level 2



RECOMMENDED 
PRE-REQUISITES
Can readily answer all wh-questions in

both conversation and written form

Can read at a first-grade level 

Can write complete sentences 

Can spell most common sight words

correctly

level 3



OVER 540 ACTIVITIES INCLUDED

SAVE MONEYwith the bundle


